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Introduction 
The earliest surviving photograph of an actual physical scene was created on a 
sunny day in France, in 1826 or 1827, and was called a “heliograph” (Figure 1). 
Nicéphore Niépce exposed a light-sensitized pewter plate to sunlight through a camera 
obscura for many hours, to make an image of the view from a high window.  
 
Fig. 1: Niépce, J. N. (ca. 1826). View from the Window at Le Gras. 
 
By 1845, not even twenty years later, daguerreotype studios had sprung up in 
towns and cities across the United States, and the ability to document life and likeness 
was no longer limited to those who could afford to commission an artist (Ritzenthaler & 
Vogt-O’Connor, 2006, p. 1-2). Nearly two centuries have passed, and photography is 
now a ubiquitous part of our lives: anyone with a smartphone in their pocket can take a 
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digital photograph, and thus instantaneously create a visual document of people, places 
and events. 
In a similar fashion, though in a shorter and much more recent time span, 
Wikipedia, “the free encyclopedia that anyone can edit” (Wikipedia) has also quickly 
risen to be practically the default reference tool of the internet. Since its inception in 
2001, Wikipedia has become the most popular online reference source, and as of April 
2017, it ranks as the sixth most-visited website globally (Alexa). A Google search for 
most topics will usually return a Wikipedia article prominently at the top of the search 
results. Referring to it for a quick information fix has become second nature for both 
casual and serious information seekers, and soon the incoming class of university 
freshmen will be a cohort that has never lived in a world without Wikipedia (or digital 
photography). 
While there has been debate over Wikipedia’s accuracy, reliability, and even 
suitability as a reference source, cultural heritage institutions are increasingly engaging 
with the Wikipedia phenomenon to highlight their collections and reach out to a broader 
community, including people who never previously had any interest in archival materials. 
These interactions have involved editing the text of articles and adding digitized archival 
assets. 
Photographs are a rich documentary heritage that can be easily integrated into 
Wikipedia’s evolving knowledge ‘ecosystem,’ and provide an important way to insert 
primary source materials into an environment that otherwise only cites secondary 
publications. The literature shows that this can increase online traffic to special 
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collections web sites, however, there have been no studies into the impact such 
contributions have had on Wikipedia. 
Therefore, this is an exploratory study to investigate where Wikipedia and 
photography intersect, the frequency with which photographs, especially historic 
photographs, are used to illustrate articles, and to explore possible future opportunities for 
further engagement by archives.
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Literature Review 
Wikipedia 
As of April 2017, the English-language version of Wikipedia has more than 5.3 
million individual articles, more than twice as many as the next largest, the German-
language version which has just over 2 million articles (Wikipedia, n.d.). There are 295 
different language versions, which total more than 43 million articles (“List of 
Wikipedias,” n.d.). According to data aggregated by Wikimedia Statistics, as of February 
2017, English Wikipedia has almost 8.3 billion page views per month, 777 new articles 
written per day, and 3.3 million edits are made to articles each month by more than 
30,000 active editors (“Wikimedia Project at a Glance: English Wikipedia,” 2017). A 
report from Pew Research Center found that the English version had 97.2 billion page 
views in 2015, while the next-most-visited language version, Japanese, received just 15 
billion visits (Anderson, Hitlin, & Atkinson, 2016). The “free encyclopedia’s” enormous 
growth, not just in terms of amount of content but also in terms of usage, is illustrated by 
an earlier report from the Pew Internet and American Life Project: in 2007, 25% of all 
surveyed adults (36% of adult internet users) in the United States reported using 
Wikipedia. Three years later, in 2010, that number had increased to 42% of American 
adults (or 53% of adult internet users) (Zickuhr & Rainie, 2011).
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Jimmy Wales and Larry Sanger launched Wikipedia in 2001 (Lih, 2009, p. 64). In 
2003, Wales founded the nonprofit Wikimedia Foundation, Inc. to own and fund 
Wikipedia and other related projects (Ibid., p. 183-184). Wikipedia refers to itself as “the 
free encyclopedia,” which has multiple meanings. Not only is it free to use, but also 
freely licensed: anyone can copy, edit, modify, and redistribute content from Wikipedia 
for commercial or noncommercial purposes (Ibid., p. xv). 
All articles are created by volunteers: at the top of each page is an ‘edit’ button, 
allowing anyone to become an editor and add or change information within an article, 
even anonymously (Ibid., p. 3). Textual content is copyrighted to the editors, but is 
licensed to the public with a variety of free distribution licenses, including the GNU Free 
Documentation License, and Creative Commons Attribution Share-Alike Licenses. These 
licenses allow anyone to copy, modify, and redistribute the content, but also require that 
any submitted content not be under other copyright. In the case of images, this means the 
author must freely license them, or the images must be in the public domain or have a 
reasonable case to justify fair use (“Wikipedia:Copyrights,” 2016). 
Pages are written in a basic markup language called WikiMarkup, which adds 
structure to articles, visually separates sections, and automatically generates a 
hyperlinked table of contents. Many articles start as “stubs,” or short, incomplete articles 
that require additional work from editors (Lih, 90-92). 
Just like the articles, The Wikipedia community of editors collectively develops 
Wikipedia’s policies and guidelines. Today, those policies are very detailed, but at their 
core are three long-standing tenets: a neutral point of view, verifiability, and no original 
research. (Ibid., 112). 
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Neutral Point of View: In order to avoid bias, articles must explain multiple sides 
of issues rather than taking a stance. Facts should be reported in such a way that people 
on either side of a contentious issue can still agree on them (“Wikipedia:Neutral point of 
view,” 2017). This was the only “non-negotiable” policy according to founder Jimmy 
Wales (Lih, p. 6). 
Verifiability: All facts presented in articles must cite reliable, third party, 
published sources, preferably with a reputation for fact-checking. Whether a source is 
reliable depends on the type of source, the creator, and the publisher. Published, as far as 
this policy is concerned, refers to anything that is made available to the public in some 
form. Statements that lack sources, or cite sources deemed unreliable, may be removed 
from articles (“Wikipedia:Verifiability,” 2017). 
No Original Research: All information in Wikipedia articles must be attributed to 
a reliable, published source, and may not contain new analysis or imply conclusions not 
stated by those sources (“Wikipedia:No original research,” 2017). For people working 
with primary sources, this means that information in primary sources must be referenced 
in another publication to be acceptable in a Wikipedia article. 
There are many other guidelines, but one that is particularly relevant to this paper 
is the policy regarding image use:  uploaded images must be the ‘own work’ of the 
person uploading it, show some sort of proof that they are freely licensed or in the public 
domain, or provide a rationale for using a non-free image justifying a fair use exception 
(“Wikipedia:Image use policy,” 2017). 
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Wikipedia in Academia 
In its short lifespan so far, Wikipedia has already been the focus of a great deal of 
academic research across multiple fields. A group of researchers from multiple fields and 
institutions has published systematic reviews of scholarly research on Wikipedia. 
“Wikipedia in the Eyes of its Beholders” (Okoli, Mesgari, Mehdi, Nielsen & Lanamäki, 
2014) aggregates and summarizes 99 studies on Wikipedia’s readership, categorized by 
academic fields, data sources, research designs, and topics, and outlining trends in 
research. The majority of articles studied the English language version of Wikipedia; 
30% of the publications reviewed originated in the library and information science field, 
with education as the next-highest contributing academic area (24%). The most common 
topics were student readership, but library science literature also focused on Wikipedia as 
a resource for librarians, and overwhelmingly called on the profession to take advantage 
of it. 
In a related piece, the same authors reviewed 110 publications covering 
Wikipedia’s content, and found that the related fields of information and library science 
and information systems account for two-thirds of the included studies (Mesgari, Okoli, 
Mehdi, Nielsen & Lanamäki, 2015). The two main topics that research focused on were 
quality of content presented in Wikipedia (covered in 82 studies) and the size of 
Wikipedia (13 studies). Again, most studies used the English-language version of 
Wikipedia. 
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Criticism of Wikipedia 
 Higher education has a historically contentious relationship with Wikipedia. 
University faculties have decried its crowd-sourced information as potentially inaccurate 
or unreliable, and even banned its use in student assignments (Jaschik, 2007). 
However, crowd-sourced information might not be the root cause of those 
potential errors: a study in Nature compared 42 science entries in Wikipedia to their 
counterparts in Encyclopedia Britannica, and found that each encyclopedia included 4 
major factual errors, but that Wikipedia had more minor errors (162 versus 123) (Giles, 
2005). Historian Roy Rosenzweig examined multiple Wikipedia articles that covered 
historical figures, and found that Wikipedia’s coverage was much broader than other 
general encyclopedias, and the misinformation in Wikipedia articles was often the same 
sort of misinformation contained in traditionally published works (2006). He noted that 
stylistically as well, Wikipedia’s style is bland in comparison to other history sources, 
and the policy-driven dedication to a ‘neutral point of view’ often results in dully 
summarizations of multiple takes on contentious topics, but that Britannica (whose style 
Wikipedia mimics) isn’t a particularly thrilling read either. Another policy he identified 
that affects Wikipedia’s coverage of historical topics is ‘no original research’. 
Information in articles must cite secondary publications, which severely limits the 
contributions from professional historians working from primary sources. This issue 
impacts the contributions from archival collections as well, and doubtlessly also 
translates to other academic fields beyond history.  
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Use of Wikipedia 
 Despite academia’s generally cautious approach to Wikipedia, people still heavily 
use it, especially students. According to Pew Research, the strongest predictor of using 
Wikipedia was education: 69% of American internet users with a college degree reported 
using Wikipedia as a reference source. Another strong indicator was age: among internet 
users age 19-29, 62% were Wikipedia users (Zickuhr & Rainie, 2011). 
 A study from the University of Washington’s Information School found, using 
both surveys and focus groups of American undergraduate students across multiple 
college campuses that 76% of college students admitted to using Wikipedia for their class 
research. Even if professors forbid them from citing Wikipedia articles, students use it as 
a starting point in their research process, providing background information and 
overviews or previews of topics (Head & Eisenberg, 2010). Lim (2009) also reports that 
student attitudes towards Wikipedia are generally cautious, and despite their heavy usage 
of it, college students are aware that Wikipedia may include inaccurate information and 
require verification from other sources. 
EBSCO Information Services’ user research team argues that easy-to-use 
resources like Wikipedia and Google have become a habit for modern information-
seekers; by providing an immediate reward (relevant information) for a small amount of 
work (typing a search term), brains are rewired to return to these same sources over and 
over again. Their take on this phenomenon was to analyze what features of Wikipedia 
users found appealing and useful, in order to redesign library resources to better fit users’ 
information-seeking patterns. Those features (general topic overviews, structured table of 
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contents, and references section) help readers to orient themselves within a topic, which 
is appealing for both students and casual users (Lawrence & Costello, 2014). 
Cultural Heritage Institutions and Wikipedia 
Andrew Gray and Max Klein, “Wikipedians-in-residence” at the British Library 
and OCLC, who have hosted workshops to help academics and librarians improve 
Wikipedia’s content, argue that Wikipedia’s frequent use provides information 
professionals “the opportunity to catch loosely-interested readers and steer them towards 
engaging with original sources and specialist literature” (2013). They particularly 
highlight the “aggressive” approach to citations, which often demands providing specific 
references for individual statements. The references section uses hyperlinked footnotes 
within the text of articles, making it easy for the reader to move from a general 
description immediately to the source that provided it, especially if a digital version of 
that source is available. 
Collaborations: Librarians and Wikipedia 
Noting the opportunities available in a widely used reference source that 
librarians can actually make changes to, Kathleen de la Peña McCook, instructing at the 
School of Information at the University of South Florida, restructured multiple classes to 
include editing Wikipedia articles as a major component of assigned coursework. The 
aim was to introduce her students to the ins-and-outs of Wikipedia’s culture and 
knowledge-sharing process, and at the same time to fill holes and (hopefully) counteract 
some biases in its coverage. Students came away with a greater appreciation for 
Wikipedia as a resource, and many reported that they would continue to act as Wikipedia 
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editors in the future (2014). On a side note, Kathleen de la Peña McCook is the subject of 
a well-cited, detailed, and robust Wikipedia article, which includes a photographic self-
portrait uploaded by one of her students. 
Other higher-education classes have incorporated editing Wikipedia articles into 
their coursework, and Wikipedia now includes functions specifically for classes. In 2013, 
it spun off the nonprofit Wiki Education Foundatio, which works specifically with 
university instructors assigning students to add content to Wikipedia articles. Students 
develop their own information literacy and research skills, and gain experience writing 
for a public audience, while (ideally) improving Wikipedia by the addition of new 
content (Wiki Education Foundation, n.d.). 
 In 2010, the British Museum entered into a collaboration with Wikipedia by 
engaging the first “Wikipedian-in-Residence.” This was an experienced Wikipedia editor 
creating articles about the objects within the British Museum, and making use of the 
staff’s experience and knowledge to create high-quality articles. This widened the 
audience for the museum’s artifacts, and resulted in increased web traffic to the British 
Museum’s web site, though the latter was not a specific goal of the project (Ellis, 2014). 
Since then, this approach has been developed into Wikipedia’s GLAM-Wiki initiative, 
which facilitates collaboration between experienced Wikipedians and galleries, libraries, 
archives, and museums, as well as botanical and zoological gardens, to share their 
resources (“Wikipedia:Glam,” n.d.). 
 In 2011, the National Archives and Records Administration engaged a 
Wikipedian-in-Residence associated with their communications and social media team 
rather than working directly with archivists, whose goal was to digitize and make 
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available collections of high-resolution images, so that they could be found by Wikipedia 
editors and used in articles. One example is a collection of photographs by Ansel Adams, 
commissioned by the National Parks Service in the 1940s had previously only been 
available to people who could visit in person, despite being in the public domain as 
records produced by the government (Keller, 2016). Other institutions engaging 
Wikipedians-in-Residence include the Museu Picasso, the Museum of Modern Art, the 
Smithsonian Institution Archives, and dozens of others (“Wikipedian in Residence,” 
2017). 
Another way in which cultural heritage institutions engage with Wikipedia is by 
hosting “edit-a-thons.” These are frequently held in conjunction with open-access week, 
an annual scholarly communication event in October. An edit-a-thon is an event, often 
hosted by a library or museum, where multiple people work on improving articles, often 
focused on a common topic. They frequently include an instructional component, 
wherein experienced editors show newcomers the ropes. The New York Public Library 
hosted an edit-a-thon about musical theater in New York, introducing many patrons to 
their closed-stacks resources for the first time, which were used to research facts for 
articles (SinhaRoy, 2011). 
Perhaps the largest events are the Art+Feminism edit-a-thons, which attempt to 
counteract the skewed content in Wikipedia that is an inevitable result of the fact that 
only 13% of contributors are women. Organized in 2014 at the Museum of Modern Art 
by Siân Evans, Jacqueline Mabey, and Michael Mandiberg, the project took off by 
reaching out via social media and recruiting librarians. Instructional materials and 
experienced editors gathered in multiple locations around the world at hundreds of 
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individual events where thousands of articles were improved or written from scratch 
(Evans, Mabey, & Mandiberg, 2015). 
Archival Collections: Contributing to Wikipedia to Increase Visibility 
Publications from archival institutions engaging with Wikipedia consist mostly of 
case studies, wherein special collections staff edit articles to include links to or content 
from their repositories. The earliest of these, if not the first published, took place in 2005 
when the University of North Texas began systematically adding links in Wikipedia 
articles to relevant collections (Belden, 2007). In the published write-up of the case, the 
project at UNT edited 700 articles to include direct links to related materials in their 
digital collections that include Texas history and government documents, increasing web 
traffic to those collections. Referrals from Wikipedia now account for 48% of pageview 
at UNT digital collections (Belden, 2008). 
The first published case study came from Ann Lally and Carolyn Dunford with 
the Digital Initiatives Unit at the University of Washington Libraries, and has heavily 
influenced subsequent ventures at other institutions, as well as inspired discussion within 
the Wikipedia community (2007). This project, undertaken in May 2006, intended to 
“reach out to... users where they begin their information search” (Ibid., Introduction 
section, para. 1). The project itself consisted of adding external links at the bottom of 
individual Wikipedia articles to relevant digital collections and finding aids, and in some 
cases creating new articles where they found gaps. As a result, pageviews of their digital 
collections increased significantly, and Wikipedia became the fourth-largest referrer of 
web traffic. Interestingly, while traffic referred from University of Washington sites or 
Google trended downward during summer months and academic breaks, traffic from 
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Wikipedia continued to increase during those times, suggesting that their collections are 
being viewed by nonusers of these resources who are outside their usual university sphere 
(Ibid., Results section, figure 7). Additionally, they found that content on Wikipedia 
(available under the GNU Free Documentation License), is widely copied and mirrored 
across the web, including the inserted links to University of Washington Collections, 
driving traffic from other language versions of Wikipedia and web sites that have used its 
free content (Results section, para. 7). In their conclusion, they remarked that interactive 
web services like Wikipedia offer librarians an opportunity for enhancing a ubiquitous 
reference source, and said, “We now consider Wikipedia an essential tool for getting our 
digital collections out to our users at the point of their information need. We view this as 
a very low cost way to enhance access to our collections, as well as an effective way to 
participate in the creation of resources that are used by millions around the world” (Ibid., 
Conclusion section). 
After the publication of the above article, discussion took place among Wikipedia 
editors, debating if such contributions were enriching, or self-promoting spam 
(“Wikipedia talk:WikiProject Spam/2007 Archive Jul.,” 2007). In a follow-up piece 
written for The Interactive Archivist, Lally included discussion about this debate, wherein 
these link contributions were flagged as spam, or considered conflicts of interest. Based 
on these interactions, she reported that their future plans involved engaging more with the 
community aspects of Wikipedia and acting commensurate with the spirit of contribution, 
by introducing relevant links in associated talk pages to discuss relevancy before adding 
them to articles (2009). 
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Following Lally and Dunford’s initial report on successfully increasing web 
traffic to University of Washington Collections, many other institutions began their own 
programs of inserting links and content into Wikipedia articles and publishing the results.  
University of Nevada, Las Vegas University Libraries, as part of their initiatives 
with web 2.0 technologies to “create a presence wherever students and faculty spend their 
time both in the real world and the virtual world” (p. 2), investigated the utility of 
Wikipedia for reaching out to students. Their efforts include an article about the main 
branch of UNLV campus libraries, and linking to digital collections from pertinent 
Wikipedia articles. Web statistics show that Wikipedia consistently refers visitors to 
library pages (Griffis, Costello, Del Bosque, Lampert, & Stowers, 2007). 
The Digital Library at Villanova University undertook a project to add content to 
Wikipedia, which included drafting and submitting biographical articles about persons 
represented in special collections, as well as linking to collections from relevant pre-
existing articles (Incrovato, 2007). 
The California Digital Library at The University of California also began linking 
to digitized collections from relevant articles after performing an in-depth collection 
analysis to determine collection strengths, and then matching those strengths to 
information gaps in Wikipedia. They also discussed the complications of inserting links 
without being considered spam by conscientious editors, and the difficulties in 
determining if a contribution is “successful” (Zentall & Cloutier, 2008). 
Wake Forest University librarians began their own program of editing Wikipedia 
articles based on the University of Washington case study (Lally & Dunford, 2007), 
planning to add external links to their collections from existing articles, and writing new 
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articles. However, almost immediately their institutional account was disabled (per 
Wikipedia policies only individuals are allowed to have accounts) and an article written 
about one of their collections was removed as being promotional (Pressley & McCallum, 
2008). As in the articles above from the University of Washington and the University of 
California, they found that the difficult part of contributing to articles in a mutually 
beneficial way was complicated by incomplete knowledge of the culture of Wikipedia its 
lengthy policies.  
Another case study at Syracuse University, published by the Society of American 
Archivists in A Different Kind of Web, took a different approach and cited, rather than 
other case studies, the discussion among Wikipedia editors that had developed after 
publication of those articles (Combs, 2011). They used this debate to inform their 
understanding of Wikipedia’s culture and policies, and to formulate guidelines for 
introducing content to, and linking to their own collections from Wikipedia:  
“(1) In accordance with Wikipedia’s policy on spam, we would not link to 
our finding aids from every single possible related article; we would link 
only from those for which we have unusual or significant related material; 
(2) In accordance with “Wikipedia is not just a collection of links” and 
“Wikipedia is an encyclopedia,” we would also edit to improve the content 
of the articles” (p. 141). 
 
Additionally, while acknowledging the self-serving nature of using Wikipedia to 
drive traffic to their collections, Combs stresses that archivists have an ethical obligation 
to promote not just their own collections, but all cultural heritage collections, citing Point 
VI of the Code of Ethics of the Society of American Archivists (p. 140). 
Starting in 2008 their team edited 43 articles to improve content and to link back 
to their collections, and wrote 13 new articles. As a result, server statistics showed a 
continuing increase of visits to online finding aids. Links to collections in articles were 
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also translated to other language versions of Wikipedia. They also had physical, local 
results, as an SU undergraduate student came to the reading room to access a collection 
they had discovered from an article link (pp. 142-143). 
In 2010, the University of Houston Libraries Digital Services Department began a 
project to link existing articles to their collections, but found instead that it was more 
effective to embed relevant digitized items in articles and share them on Wikimedia 
commons (Elder, Westbrook, & Reilly, 2012). Images uploaded to Wikimedia commons, 
with descriptive metadata including the source URL for the original file, were discovered 
and used by other editors, who enhanced their description by adding tags, and used them 
in multiple articles across multiple language versions of Wikipedia. While noting that 
Wikipedia policy forbids deliberate self-promotion, the authors ensured that their 
contributions were relevant to the “dynamic online information and evolution cycle” (p. 
35). As in the case studies above, these efforts resulted in increased web traffic to 
University of Houston digital collections; the initially added four links began referring 
noticeable new traffic within a matter of hours. 
Another project started in 2010, at Ball State University Archives and Special 
Collections, also involved adding links for specific items in their digitized Hague sheet 
music collection to relevant Wikipedia articles for individual songs, songwriters, and 
lyricists. Fifty-seven links were added, referring to 40 individual digitized assets, 
resulting in an average annual pageview increase of over 600% over the previous year for 
those items (over 5000% for some individual items), and increased web traffic to the 
parent collection as well. The author concluded that “adding links at the item level 
provided a plethora of highly-visible entry points to this collection’s materials. . . .  Users 
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of the digitized Hague Sheet Music assets are often not just simply interested in digitized 
sheet music, but rather are often interested in specific songs and songwriters. [Users’] 
discovery of assets in the Hague Sheet Music collection via Wikipedia articles about 
specific songs, songwriters, and lyricists supports this characterization” (Szajewski, 2013, 
Conclusion section). This explanation, of users being interested in and drawn in by 
specific items rather than the broader collections that contain them, may likewise account 
for Elder, Westbrook, and Reilly’s success with adding digitized objects to articles and 
the commons. 
The University of Pittsburgh Archives Service Center and Special Collections 
Department established their own Wikipedia editing program, after noting that 298 
articles already contained links to their digital collections and were the 6th largest driver 
of traffic. Rather than just adding more links to enhance discoverability, the goal of this 
project was also to improve articles by adding content, or to be good Wikipedians. Prior 
to starting the project, the archivists reached out to local Wikipedians, and provided their 
staff and student workers with a Wikipedia education course (now part of the Wiki 
Education Foundation), hoping to add credibility to their edits as well as to have access to 
the “sandbox” feature to draft edits before committing them. According to the published 
case study, 97 total articles were edited, from adding sources or small facts to dramatic 
overhauls of entire articles or drafting new ones. This resulted in a significant increase in 
traffic from links in articles. In that case study, the archivists also discuss the challenges 
of adapting to and learning the complexities of Wikipedia style, rules, and guidelines. 
They particularly highlight the difficulty surrounding the “no original research” rule, 
which prevents adding information derived from interpreting primary sources (which is 
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to say, archival collections). One work-around for this is that university finding aids 
summarizing collections and providing biographical collections count as reliable 
published sources, and another was finding details reported in newspapers rather than in 
letters and journals. (Galloway & Dellacorte, 2014). 
Another response to this trend in archives editing Wikipedia articles is a project 
from the University of Miami Libraries. They began developing a web-based tool to 
extract biographical and historical data from finding aids, allowing that data to be edited 
or enhanced, and merged into existing articles or published as new articles if none such 
already exist on that topic. They intended not only to streamline the process, but also to 
facilitate the inclusion of better archival metadata in citations at Wikipedia (Thompson, 
Little, González, Darby, & Carrothers, 2013). 
Recently, taking a very different approach to using Wikipedia as outreach for 
their collections, Eastern Washington University had an on-campus edit-a-thon, with the 
goals of giving undergraduate students hands-on exposure to and experience performing 
research with archival materials, and engaging them in the process of collaboratively 
sharing knowledge (Sliger, Krause, Rosenzweig, & Victor, 2017). Inspired by prior 
endeavors by heritage institutions to improve the quality of information available to the 
public, or to increase usage of their digital materials, the staff utilized similar strategies to 
develop public programming for outreach at the local level. The same actions, in this 
case, were used with the goal of engaging their core constituency, the students of their 
institution, rather than aiming at the general public. 
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Photographic Collections 
Compared to the textual record, photographic images are a relatively new 
phenomenon, and have not always been considered important by the archival profession. 
Archival theorist T. R. Schellenberg, for instance, remarked that “the provenance of 
pictorial records in some government agency, corporate body or person is relatively 
unimportant. For such records do not derive much of their meaning from their 
organizational origins…. Information on the functional origins of pictorial records is also 
relatively unimportant” (as cited in Boles, 2005, p. 132). Ritzenthaler and Vogt-
O’Connor also note that in early archival practice, photographs were generally relegated 
to a lower status than other kinds of records, and were often overlooked in records 
schedules and collecting policies (2006, p. xiii). Essentially, photographs were treated as 
being just illustrations that supported other points. 
 Today, we have a more nuanced understanding of photographic records. Like text 
documents, a photograph is taken by a person, for a particular reason, and reflect that 
perspective and agenda (Boles, p. 132-133). They also reflect the times in which they 
were taken, and provide information about many aspects of life, evidence of activities, 
documentation of events, attempts to market to and persuade viewers, or even artistic or 
aesthetic merit (Ritzenthaler & Vogt-O’Connor, p. xiii). Photographs can be compelling 
tools of communication on their own, and the context in which an image was created and 
used makes them into a narrative. For instance, a photograph of a child shows you what 
he or she looked like at the time it was taken; knowing, perhaps from notes written on the 
back, that the portrait was taken to send to a distant parent who had never seen the child, 
suddenly tells you a moving story. 
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However, even when photographs are simply used as illustrations, illustrations are 
not just illustrations. Visualizations of all kinds (maps, charts, drawings, photographs, 
etc.) help to communicate information in different ways, clarifying textual information or 
even acting as a substitute for it. In some instances, visual aids communicate points more 
effectively than the written word can. (Burke, 2012, p. 102). A speaker may describe 
something using every possible descriptive word, and the person listening may imagine 
something totally inaccurate to that description. Consider, for instance, images of exotic 
animals painted by medieval monks who had only ever been told about them (Figure 2). 
 
Fig. 2:  Illustration from a 14th century manuscript: van Maerlant, J. (ca. 1350). Der Naturen Bloeme. 
 
Visualizations have long been considered important ways of conveying 
information. Captain Cook’s scientific voyages employed not just scholars, but also 
artists, brought along to paint their findings to convey them back to Britain (Burke, p. 
44). In 1853, news publications sent artists and photographers to cover the Crimean War 
(Figure 3), perhaps marking the origin of photojournalism, and a new era of 
communicating and disseminating information through a visual media that transcends 
written languages (Ibid., p. 102). 
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Fig. 3: Photograph from the Crimean War. Fenton, R. (1855). The valley of the shadow of death. 
 
Published texts have always included visual aids of some kind, from hand-painted 
illuminations in manuscripts to digital printing, and digital publications decrease the cost 
of reproducing images. There is a rich visual history held by archives around the world, 
and much of it has been digitized and made available online. However, Wikipedia editors 
have only made use of a small portion of it. This study seeks to explore how those images 
are being used to illustrate and enhance Wikipedia articles. 
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Research Questions 
 
Q1: What is the prevalence of photographs used to illustrate Wikipedia articles? 
Q2: What is the prevalence of historic photographs? 
Q3: What are the sources supplying contemporary and historic photographs for 
Wikipedia articles? 
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Methods 
Quantitative Content Analysis 
To address these questions, I used quantitative content analysis. 
“Content analysis is a systematic, objective, and quantitative method for studying 
communication messages and developing inferences concerning the relationship between 
messages and their environment” (Krippendorff, 1980). This is a very broad definition of 
a method that has been interpreted in many ways by different researchers, and has been 
utilized in LIS and other fields to rigorously investigate text and other media both 
quantitatively and qualitatively. 
Riffe, Fico, and Lacy define quantitative content analysis as “the systematic 
assignment of communication content to categories according to rules, and the analysis of 
relationships involving those categories using statistical methods,” (Riffe, Fico, & Lacy, 
2014, p. 3) which is still a highly flexible definition suited to answering many different 
kinds of research questions. There are many ways to perform content analysis, but the 
key to results that are valid and stand up to scrutiny is to establish the rules of how the 
data will be gathered, and then to adhere to those rules throughout the coding process.
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Sampling Units, Units of Analysis, and Variables 
The sampling units in this study, or the identifiable and retrievable vehicles of the 
message to be analyzed, are individual Wikipedia articles (White & Marsh, 2006). The 
units of analysis are also the individual articles. The content being analyzed is manifest, 
rather than latent, content, and can be recorded in a fairly straightforward manner. The 
variables studied include the presence of images, the presence of photographs, the 
presence of historic photographs, and the source and license information for photographs. 
In this instance, “historic photograph” refers to any photographic image from an archival 
repository, or a photograph that predates the launch of Wikipedia in 2001. This 
categorization is broad, but was necessary to account for photographs that are held in 
personal collections and not originally created with the intent of freely distributing them 
online. 
Determining the age and source of an image was done by clicking on the image 
within the article, accessing the image’s page in the file namespace in Wikipedia or in the 
Wikimedia Commons. Data recorded there includes who uploaded it, the source of the 
image if provided, and potentially other descriptive information (see Figure 4). 
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Fig. 4: An example of a historical photograph in Wikimedia Commons that refers back to an archival 
institution as the source, in this case the Reading Museum, where the original image is housed (Darby, 
1890). The work is in the public domain because of its age: any copyright is long past its term. 
 
Sampling 
As the aim of the study is exploratory, the goal of the research questions is to get 
an idea of what Wikipedia as a whole is like in regards to the use of archival images. 
However, Wikipedia’s scale is enormous, and examining the images (or lack thereof) in 
each article is not feasible for one researcher. Therefore, this study examined a random 
sample of 500 Wikipedia articles, with the aim of having results that are somewhat 
generalizable to Wikipedia as a whole (Riffe et al., 2014; White & Marsh, 2006). 
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To do this, articles were selected using Wikipedia’s Special:Random tool, 
accessible in the navigation sidebar on the left side of every Wikipedia page (Figure 5). 
 
Fig. 5: The navigation sidebar on Wikipedia's main page, with the Random article link circled. 
 
This link takes a user to a random article from among the millions. Admittedly, 
using this built-in feature is very much a convenience sampling method rather than a 
statistically rigorous sampling method (Riffe, p. 75), as it allowed sampling to take place 
from any computer, and did not require technical expertise. 
Timeframe 
As McMillan points out, one of the challenges of applying content analysis to web 
content is the ever-changing nature of web sites (2000). Wikipedia in particular has the 
potential to have sweeping changes made to content very quickly, as anyone can access 
and edit articles (and its constant and easy update process is one aspect of what makes 
Wikipedia so popular). Analyzing a large number of Wikipedia articles from the live 
website requires that they be accessed within a short period of time. If sampling were a 
protracted process, data gathered at the beginning of the sampling period and at the end 
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of the sampling period could be very different. As a hypothetical example, an institution 
could begin a large-scale program of uploading images to the Wikimedia Commons and 
inserting them in articles after this sample process began, and so results from before and 
after this initiative would be very different. 
To lessen the impact of potential changes over time, the sampling took place 
between January 1st and January 10th, 2017. An html ‘snapshot’ of each article as it 
appeared was saved. Analysis was performed on the “snapshots,” rather than the online 
articles.
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Results 
Of the 500 articles sampled, one was a redirect and was excluded from the 
analysis. For a complete list of samples, refer to the appendix. 
Images 
 Two hundred and forty-five articles (49% of the sample) contained one or more 
images, while 254 articles (51%) contained no images. 
 
Fig. 6: Number of images per article 
Within the 245 articles that included images, there were 563 images, 315 of which 
were photographs. Over the entire sample, the average number of images per article was 
1.128. When considering only the subset of articles that contain images, the average 
number of images per article is 2.298. In 117 articles (23% of the whole sample) there 
were images present but not any photographs. 
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Fig. 7: Sampled articles by types of images contained 
 
 
 
  
Images other 
than 
photographs 
Images 
Total 
144 
Range 1-10 
Mean 1.231 
Median 1 
Mode 1 
 
Table 2: Distribution of 
images in 117 articles 
containing images but NOT 
including photographs 
 
Articles 
containing zero 
images, 254, 51%
Articles containly 
only images other 
than 
photographs, 
117, 23%
Articles 
containing only 
photographs, 75, 
15%
Articles 
containing both 
photographs and 
other images, 53, 
11%
 
All Images Photographs 
Non-
photographic 
images 
Images 
Total 
563 315 (56%) 248 (44%) 
Range 1-31 1-31 1-12 
Mean 2.298 1.286 1.012 
Median 1 1 1 
Mode 1 0 1 
 
Table 1: Distribution of images in 245 articles containing at 
least one image 
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Fig. 8: Types of images included in articles 
 
Photographs 
 Within the 245 articles that contain images, 128 articles (52% of the subset, 26% 
of the entire sample) contained photographs, either alone or alongside other types of 
images, and 75 articles (31% of the subset) contain only photographs. Articles containing 
at least one photograph make up approximately 26% of the entire sample set.  
 
Only 
Photographs 
Images 
Total 
149 
Range 1-31 
Mean 1.987 
Median 1 
Mode 1 
 
Table 4: Distribution of images 
in 75 articles containing ONLY 
photographs 
 
Photographs, 
315, 56%
Non-
photographic 
images, 248, 44%
 
All Images Photographs 
Non-
photographic 
images 
Images 
Total 
419 315 (56%) 104 (25%) 
Range 1-31 1-31 1-12 
Mean 2.298 1.286 1.012 
Median 1 1 1 
Mode 1 0 1 
 
Table 3: Distribution of images in 128 articles containing at 
least one photograph 
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All Images Photographs 
Non-photographic 
images 
Images 
Total 
270 166 (61%) 104 (39%) 
Range 2-31 1-28 1-12 
Mean 5.094 3.132 1.962 
Median 3 2 1 
Mode 2 1 1 
 
Table 5: Distribution of images in 53 articles containing BOTH 
photographic and non-photographic images. 
 
The most common source for photographs at 59% was ‘own work,’ or 
contemporary photographs taken and uploaded by a Wikipedia editor. Twelver percent of 
photographs cited links to Flickr, an online community for sharing digital photographs, 
while 8% cited an individual person by name or username, but did not claim to be ‘own 
work.’ Both United States Government sources and freely licensed online image 
repositories each contributed 5% of the photographs. U.S. Government sources include 
NASA, the Navy, Army, Air Force, Department of Agriculture, and the White House. 
Examples of freely licensed online image repositories include geograph.org.uk, dedicated 
to photographs of locations and landmarks in Great Britain and Ireland; antweb.org, a 
database of images and information on ants; and mushroomobserver.org, a website 
dedicated to photographs of and information about fungi. A mere 4% of photographs 
came from archival collections. Two photographs lacked any source information, and one 
cited a URL that no longer functions. One contemporary photograph’s author was left 
anonymous for reasons of safety, as that photo was of two poachers. 
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Image Source Number of 
Photographs 
Number of Photographs by License Type 
Freely Licensed Public Domain Unspecified 
Own work 186 154  32   
Flickr 39 39    
Author identified by 
name or username 24 22 2  
U.S. Government 17  17  
Freely licensed online 
image repository 17 17   
Archive or museum 
collection 13 3 10  
Scanned from 
publication 7  7  
Individual web site 5 3 1 1 
Personal archive 3 1 2  
No source 2  2  
Instagram 1   1 
Dead link 1  1  
 
Table 6: Sources of photographs, broken down by usage license 
 
Of the 315 photographs in the sample, 74 were in the public domain (23%), 239 
were licensed using a Creative Commons License or GNUFDL (76%), and two did not 
have a specified license (<1%). 
Historic Photographs 
“Historic photographs” comprised 34 of the 315 photographs, or 11%. These 
images were embedded in 26 individual articles, or 5% of the whole sample. Seven of 
these images (21% of all historic photographs) were scanned from books or newspapers, 
and as a result are generally not very high quality images. Eleven of the sources (32% of 
the historic photographs) are specific citations to identify the item within a cultural 
heritage institution, while ten of them (29%) simply cite the parent institution but provide 
no other details that could locate the image in their collections. 
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Table 7: Sources of historic photographs 
 
Article Title 
Number of 
Historic 
Photographs 
Image 
Year 
Source Permission 
Ichirō Fujiyama 1 
Ca. 
1930s 
Scanned image: from Mainichi 
Newspaper company (google 
translate), nonspecific citation 
Public Domain 
Jane Loftus, 
Marchioness of 
Ely 
1 
Before 
1890 
Scanned from book: Buckle, 
Letters of Queen Victoria (pub. 
1930) 
Public Domain 
Christ myth 
theory 
3 
Ca. 
1870s 
Scanned from newspaper: Die 
Gartenlaube, Nr. 4 /1908, S. 83 
(Rudolf Krauß: David Friedrich 
Strauß / Zu seinem hundertsten 
Geburtstage) 
Public Domain 
Ca. 1900 
Library of Congress, specific 
citation; scan of glass negative 
Public Domain 
Before 
1980s 
Author’s collection: Scanned 
Image 
Freely licensed 
Sachiko Saito 1 
20 
February 
1967 
Dutch National Archives, specific 
reference 
Freely licensed 
List of aqueducts 
in the Roman 
Empire 
1 Ca. 1996 
Private archive, author identified, 
permission in email archive 
Freely licensed 
Dobi-III 1 1924 
Lithuanian Aviation Museum: 
Dead link 
Public Domain 
George Morris 
(Australian 
politician) 
1 1939 
State Library of Queensland, 
nonspecific citation 
Public Domain 
Air Force 
Systems 
Command 
5 
1990 
National Museum of the US Air 
Force: Dead link 
Public Domain 
1944 
United States Air Force, 
nonspecific citation 
Public Domain 
1947 
United States Air Force, 
nonspecific link 
Public Domain 
Ca. 
1950s 
National Museum of the US Air 
Force, nonspecific citation 
Public Domain 
1960 
United States Air Force, 
nonspecific citation, third-party 
link 
Public Domain 
Fritz Römer 1 
Before 
1909 
Scanned from book: August 
Brauer (ed.): Fauna Arctica, Vol. 
5, 1909 
Public Domain 
The Holocaust in 
Lithuania 
1 1941 
German Federal Archive, specific 
citation 
Freely licensed 
Liqui liqui 1 1930s Personal archive Public Domain 
Frederick Bristol 1 1918 
Library of Congress, nonspecific 
citation 
Public Domain 
Konrad Tom 1 1919 
Scanned from book: Wielcy 
artyści małych scen Ludwik 
Sempoliński, Czytelnik, Warszawa 
1977 
Public Domain 
Irina Vorobieva 1 1979 
German Federal Archive, specific 
citation 
Freely licensed 
James Calvin Sly 1 1840 Family History Public Domain 
History of plug-
in hybrids 
1 1900 
Source unidentified, but 
permission in email archive 
Public Domain 
HMS Jutland 
(D62) 
1 1947 
Imperial War Museums, specific 
citation 
Public Domain 
Braj Kumar 
Nehru 
2 1961 
John F. Kennedy Presidential 
Library and Museum, specific 
citation 
Public Domain 
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Table 7: Sources of historic photographs 
 
Article Title 
Number of 
Historic 
Photographs 
Image 
Year 
Source Permission 
1961 
John F. Kennedy Presidential 
Library and Museum, specific 
citation 
Public Domain 
R.A.C. Smith 1 1900 
Library of Congress, nonspecific 
citation 
Public Domain 
José Félix 
Uriburu 
1 1930 
Archivo Gráfico de la Nación 
(Argentina), nonspecific citation 
Public Domain 
John Tracy 
Gaffey 
1 1935 
Scanned from newspaper, Los 
Angeles Times, January 10, 1935 
(via proquest) 
Fair Use 
Coney Island 
(1917 film) 
1 1917 Third-party web site Public Domain 
Savage Club 1 Ca. 1860 
Library of Congress, specific 
citation: Wet collodion glass 
negative 
Public Domain 
Temple Lot Case 1 Ca. 1887 
Scanned from book: 1946 Temple 
of Promise by Julius Caesar 
Billeter, also includes nonspecific 
citation from book (Courtesy, 
Graphic Arts Bureau, [City of] 
Independence [Missouri]) 
Public Domain 
Virginia 
gubernatorial 
election, 1901 
1 1913 
Library of Congress, specific 
citation 
Public Domain 
Quinault people 2 
1913 
Northwestern University Digital 
Library Collections: Edward S. 
Curtis’s The North American 
Indian, specific citation 
Public Domain 
1912 
Northwestern University Digital 
Library Collections: Edward S. 
Curtis’s The North American 
Indian, specific citation 
Public Domain 
 
Twenty-eight images were in the public domain, five were free to distribute under 
creative commons or GNU FDL licenses, and one made a case for fair use. 
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Fig. 9: Historic photographs by year
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Discussion 
 Historic photographs make up only a small portion of the many images used to 
illustrate Wikipedia articles, and appeared in only 5% of the articles sampled. 
Contemporary snapshots uploaded by their creator outnumber historic photographs by 
more than five-to-one. This may be because editors taking their own pictures allows them 
to sidestep checking permissions on someone else’s work. Incidentally, these amateur 
photographers provide images that are extremely variable in quality. 
Additionally, more than one-third of historic photographs in this sample lack 
adequate citations to easily find where they originated and other related photographs – 
the contextual information that enhances meaning of any photograph. Of the photographs 
scanned from books (where they are reproduced in dot-matrix prints), only one mentions 
the book’s citation for the source of the original image within a repository. 
 In an interesting case, the article for Anna Maria Fox contains a blurry photograph 
(Figure 10) of a book, which reproduces a (probably color) painting or drawing in black-
and-white. The photographer’s thumb is holding the book open. The source of the 
original image is not mentioned. 
 That painting, as it turns out, was made from a photograph. A high-quality 
scan of the original glass negative is available under a Creative Commons License from 
the Tate web site (Figure 11). In cases like this, it would take extremely little effort to use 
archival materials to improve article content. 
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Fig 10: Anna Maria Fox (and a thumb) (Wikipedia, 2016). 
 
 
Fig. 11: Glass negatives of Anna Maria Fox of Penjerrick, circa 1897. 
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Limitations 
Generalizability 
 The small sample size of this study in comparison to the enormous sampling 
frame of over five million English Wikipedia articles, means that this study has examined 
less than one-hundredth of a percent of all Wikipedia articles, and is unlikely to be 
representative. However, for the purposes of this exploratory study, it has provided a 
glimpse of a variety of the different photograph types and sourcing strategies that are 
employed in writing collaborative encyclopedia entries.  
“Random” Sampling 
A true random sample requires having a complete list of items in a population, 
and then using a random number generator to create a list of random numbers to select 
from that list. Each item must have an equal chance of being selected, or a uniform 
distribution, statistically independent of the others. 
However, most random number generators are actually pseudo-random number 
generators, because computers are programmed machines that behave in predictable ways 
(Haahr, 2016). When researchers use the Microsoft Excel function RAND() to generate a 
list of random numbers, they are in fact getting numbers from an algorithm that generates 
pseudo-random numbers: numbers that appear to be random, and for most purposes serve 
as random numbers, but are actually generated mathematically and therefore are not truly 
“random.” Up until the 2003 version of Excel, the pseudo-random number algorithm was 
only sufficiently “random” up until about a million random numbers. More recent 
versions have updated the algorithm to be more rigorous (“Description of the RAND 
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function in Excel,” 2011). “True” random number generators extract randomness from 
physical phenomena (like atmospheric sound or radioactive decay) and use it to create 
actually random numbers in a process that is less efficient than pseudo-random number 
generators, and also fairly resource-intensive (Haahr, 2016).  
How does Wikipedia’s Special:Random function work? 
Special:Random is a “Special page”, which in Wiki software parlance means that 
it is a “[page]… created by the software on demand to perform a specific function.” 
(“Manual:Special pages - MediaWiki,” 2016). It does not actually exist as a fixed web 
page that can be viewed and edited. According to Wikipedia’s Technical FAQ 
(“Wikipedia:FAQ/Technical,” 2016), each page in Wikipedia is assigned a “random 
index,” for the page_random value in the database (“Manual:page table - MediaWiki,” 
2016). This is a number selected by combining two 31-bit words from a Mersenne 
Twister, a pseudo-random number generator.1 When a user clicks the “random article” 
link, the Special:Random feature chooses a double-precision floating-point number (a 64 
bit number format with a wide range of values) and returns the first article with a random 
index greater than the selected number.  
This is done using MediaWiki’s (the software that Wikipedia uses) wfRandom() 
function (“MediaWiki: includes/GlobalFunctions.php File Reference,” n.d.) which is 
described in the documentation simply as “Get a random decimal value between 0 and 1, 
in a way not likely to give duplicate values for any realistic number of articles.” 
However, their Manual provides more information: the wfRandom() function can avoid 
                                                 
1 To read more on this (and perhaps lull yourself to sleep): https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mersenne_Twister  
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duplicate values up to approximately 4,611,686,014,132,420,609 articles. 
(“Manual:Random page - MediaWiki,” 2016). Selection is limited to the Main/Article 
namespace, so it will not bring up pages from the User namespace, Wikipedia namespace 
(which contains pages about Wikipedia) or others (“Wikipedia:Namespeace,” 2016; 
“Wikipedia:Random,” 2016). 
Does this sampling method yield a true random sample? 
No, but neither would the pseudorandom number generator available in Microsoft 
Excel. I accept the results as “random enough,” considering the immense sampling frame, 
and the practicalities of performing research as an individual. 
While I cannot confirm a statistically representative sample of Wikipedia articles 
in their entirety, I consider this a representative sample of what users might access by 
browsing the random feature for pleasure or to learn something new. 
In order to generate a statistically-rigorous random sample, a researcher would 
need to have a fixed version of Wikipedia from which to generate a sample frame, and 
then select articles using random numbers. This can be done by downloading Wikipedia’s 
regular backups, or “dumps,” and creating a local version. 
Reliability 
Reliability in content analysis is usually bolstered by measuring inter-coder 
agreement on assigning categories, ensuring that any other researcher attempting to 
replicate the study with the same methods would have the same results (McMillan, 2000; 
Riffe et al., 2014). However, in this instance, all coding was done by myself without 
assistance. The variables being recorded are straightforward, and are manifest rather than 
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latent content: presence or absence of a type of image, and the number of any present. I 
hope that the obvious nature of the data will lend itself to sound results, regardless of the 
lack of cross-coding.  
Further Research 
 Similar studies could be greatly facilitated by automating some or all of the data 
collecting. The limiting factor on this study was the time involved in manually collecting 
data. However, a “bot,” or software tool, could easily scrape data from specific parts of 
articles and generate spreadsheets. 
 Besides automation, the incorporation of other variables (“stub” classification, 
number of edits, presence of a request for an image on an article’s talk page, or perhaps 
articles within certain subject areas) would allow researchers to determine if there are any 
particular factors that correlate to “lacking illustration.” If correlations do exist, this 
would make it possible to identify articles suitable for incorporating archival materials 
without having to view them manually. 
Implications for practice 
Despite the work already done by archives sharing their content with Wikipedia, 
there are still many spaces in Wikipedia where archivists can engage: roughly half of all 
articles in this study lacked any illustrations at all, and only thirteen photographs used in 
articles originated in special collections. Even fewer provided adequate citations to the 
collection that contains them. Archivists contributing photographs would improve the 
quality of articles by including primary source information, increase the number of 
historic images that have detailed or adequate source information, provide a route for 
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users to engage more deeply by following the references to additional resources, and 
increase traffic to their own collections in the process. 
There is room for other types of archival materials as well, such as maps. In this 
sample, they were the second-most frequent illustration type after photographs. Most 
maps included in articles were generated using software, either by editors or bots. 
Digitized historic maps (none of which were encountered in this study) are a rich 
resource that could be used to enhance Wikipedia articles with aesthetically pleasing 
illustrations that put our current understanding of geography in perspective to the past. 
This lack of historic images, or gap in Wikipedia’s content, is an opportunity for 
cultural heritage institutions to reach out and connect with new users while improving the 
quality of information available on the most used reference resource. Individual historic 
images embedded in Wikipedia articles can introduce users to archival materials within a 
context that they are already familiar with and already have some interest in. Visually 
interesting and relevant content in combination with accurate source citations can lead 
casual readers to primary sources that they may otherwise have never known about.
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Appendix: Titles of Wikipedia Articles Sampled
1 NBC Presents 
2 Windsor Wolves 
3 1994 Mississippi State Bulldogs football 
team 
4 Tom MacLeod 
5 François Bozizé 
6 Henry Inman (wrestler) 
7 Ethnoreligious group 
8 Fat Pig 
9 Sonesta Records 
10 Speedy (musician) 
11 Jonathan Adams (British actor) 
12 Charles Baker Adams 
13 Japan (Japan album) 
14 James Ross Island 
15 Omer N. Custer 
16 List of Iowa Barnstormers opponents 
17 Bravicea 
18 Shark Tank (Australian TV series) 
19 Ichirō Fujiyama 
20 Saleeg 
21 Hiroki Moriuchi 
22 Orbitz (soft drink) 
23 CU-SeeMe 
24 Sakamenichthys 
25 Cowtown Marathon 
26 Luz María Beristain 
27 Neuvy-en-Mauges 
28 Black tea 
29 Arag 
30 Stanislav Henych 
31 Bni Oukil 
32 Kimberley Jim 
33 ExtraTorrent 
34 Atlanta Black Pride 
35 Acarospora thelococcoides 
36 Kandeva 
37 The Selected Works of T. S. Spivet 
38 2002 Kroger St. Jude International 
39 Electronic billing 
40 Buccal artery 
41 Labeo curriei 
42 Davos Wolfgang (Rhaetian Railway 
station) 
43 Lithophasia 
44 Riyadh TV Tower 
45 Grzegorz Bociek 
46 2015–16 CONCACAF Champions League 
group stage 
47 National Indigenous Television 
48 Buabad 
49 Nikola Čačić 
50 Anna Maria Tarantola 
51 Transport 21 
52 Alejandro Estivill 
53 Rišpet 
54 Westfalia 
55 Walberswick railway station 
56 Disilitsa Point 
57 Tripuranthaka Swamy Temple 
58 Jane Loftus, Marchioness of Ely 
59 1949–50 Northern Rugby Football League 
season 
60 Microsveltia recessa 
61 Tian (Azna) 
62 Higginson Island 
63 Largepore conger 
64 Christ myth theory 
65 Rui Palhares 
66 Dainihon Itangeishateki Noumiso Gyaku 
Kaiten Zekkyou Ongenshuu 
67 Armen Hambardzumyan 
68 Congregation Ahavath Chesed 
69 Let's Get Out of This Country 
70 Geography of the Philippines 
71 Austin Rhodes 
72 Homecoming (short story) 
73 George Clarke (footballer, born 1900) 
74 Plaza Pringles (Rosario) 
75 Sachiko Saito 
76 Province of Messina 
77 Projectnet 
78 Colegio San Antonio del Baluarte 
79 London Islamic Research Academy 
80 Orford (UK Parliament constituency) 
81 Hajj Salim Mahalleh 
82 Sarjapura 
83 No, You Shut Up! 
84 1949 in association football 
85 FabricLive.50 
86 Henry Berkeley, 7th Baron Berkeley 
87 Maccabi Isfiya F.C. 
88 What Am I Fighting For? 
89 Grace McCarthy
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90 Alvarez v. Smith 
91 Aurvandil 
92 Marilyn Giuliano 
93 Rodrigo Bentancur 
94 Pełkowo 
95 Orites revolutus 
96 Jihua Park Station 
97 Moor Island 
98 Pile on (redirect, excluded from analysis) 
99 1939 Boston Red Sox season 
100 Convent of Santo António da Cidade 
101 Podolasia 
102 857 Naval Air Squadron 
103 List of aqueducts in the Roman Empire 
104 Dobi-III 
105 Dime museum 
106 Neil Martin (cricketer) 
107 Jazz and the Sounds of Nature 
108 Ashland Township, Dodge County, 
Minnesota 
109 Île du Levant 
110 List of association football media 
111 Ball Glacier (Victoria Land) 
112 List of legendary creatures (S) 
113 Cuproxena aequitana 
114 Índio (footballer, born 1931) 
115 Brigitte Broch 
116 Kaz, Kyrgyzstan 
117 Gordon Gair 
118 Vilno Military District (Russian Empire) 
119 Elaphidion scabricolle 
120 IBM Machine Code Printer Control 
Characters 
121 Matthew 27:5 
122 Brocchinia exigua 
123 Monte Vista High School (Danville, 
California) 
124 Es Fácil Amar 
125 Binh Minh Plastic 
126 Honor Thy Father 
127 William de Palmorna 
128 Fille Cainglet–Cayetano 
129 Haraldur Björnsson 
130 Hong Kong at the 1952 Summer Olympics 
131 Aakash Gandhi 
132 Roberta Williams 
133 Little Cedar River (Tobacco River) 
134 Ischadium recurvum 
135 Ghana Naydenova 
136 Iram Parveen Bilal 
137 Orange River white-eye 
138 Jewish Center of Kings Highway 
139 This Book Is Not Good for You 
140 A Colt from the Country 
141 Pan mee 
142 Mesopotamian Arabic 
143 Karl Ouren 
144 USS Harvey C. Barnum Jr. 
145 Torrecilla de la Jara 
146 Combat service support (United States) 
147 Bertram Dickson 
148 George Morris (Australian politician) 
149 Schneidereria pistaciicola 
150 Air Force Systems Command 
151 Oudemansin A 
152 Pietro Ròi 
153 Miss China World 
154 Brian Roe 
155 Blakely Plantation 
156 Paraná Clube 
157 1976 Music City USA 420 
158 Bayesian average 
159 Gudule 
160 Walnut Grove (Tar Heel, North Carolina) 
161 Oudenburg 
162 Orto-Nakhara 
163 Antonio Vigilante 
164 1979 2. deild karla 
165 Heidelberg (electoral district) 
166 Accession Council 
167 Mokrzec, Masovian Voivodeship 
168 Seán O'Gorman 
169 Pierre Samuel 
170 Pomarj 
171 Kelly West crater 
172 The Rook (comics) 
173 Tropical Storm Rose 
174 Gustave Sap 
175 Marnes de Gan 
176 Redouan Cairo 
177 Premios Juventud 
178 Wild Heart (EP) 
179 Free as Air 
180 Ellen Adarna 
181 Markus Meckel 
182 Bifidobacterium tsurumiense 
183 Hardress Waller 
184 Iain Mac Fhearchair 
185 Micajah Woods 
186 Open Wonderland 
187 Vic Castles 
188 Kodakandla 
189 La Tawa (album) 
190 Indian Treasure Trove Act, 1878 
191 Billion Dollar Boner 
192 The Observers 
193 Spilarctia inexpectata 
194 Overburden pressure 
195 Pralognan-la-Vanoise 
196 Terence Cordaroy 
197 Wels–Passau railway 
198 Luiz Carlos Vasconcelos 
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199 Fritz Römer 
200 José Ingenieros, Buenos Aires 
201 HD 215456 
202 Karl Schmitz 
203 Larry Boylan 
204 Liverpool and North Wales Steamship 
Company 
205 Your Heart is a Glorious Machine 
206 Holly Newman 
207 Albert Streckeisen 
208 Ikuma Hoshino 
209 Ian Wallace (Australian footballer) 
210 HISAR (surface to air missile system) 
211 Sarah Hargreaves 
212 Jorge José Emiliano dos Santos 
213 List of demonyms for Philippine provinces 
214 International Indian School, Al-Jubail 
215 Sandane Church 
216 Rolex Kentucky Three-Day Event 
217 Urban sociology 
218 Fort Benton, Montana 
219 Jam session 
220 The Benji Hillman Foundation 
221 Patli Hajipur 
222 Frank S. Land 
223 Hopkins Correctional Centre (Ararat) 
224 Augustfehn railway station 
225 Mott (Cambridgeshire cricketer) 
226 Chinese Taipei at the 1998 Asian Games 
227 Brule County, South Dakota 
228 Anaconda 
229 Jubilee Bunt-a-thon 
230 The Holocaust in Lithuania 
231 Peter Lewis (rugby league) 
232 Mislea River 
233 Cymindis dubia 
234 Glasgow to Edinburgh via Carstairs Line 
235 Larry Farnese 
236 HKR International 
237 Edinburgh, Mpumalanga 
238 Second Ürümqi–Jinghe Railway 
239 Battle of Chevilly 
240 Devar Hipparagi 
241 Asım Pars 
242 1921 Oklahoma A&M Aggies football 
team 
243 Liqui liqui 
244 Noble County, Indiana 
245 Amata trigonophora 
246 Mahru Rural District 
247 Bok van Blerk discography 
248 W. Bertrand Stevens 
249 Greek ligatures 
250 Sweet James Jones Stories 
251 Quách Thanh Mai 
252 Solid State Pharmaceutical Cluster 
253 Elinor Otto 
254 Obsidian (video game) 
255 Lipec, Kolín District 
256 Anthony Buxton 
257 Sir Creek 
258 Bangladeshi cricket team in Zimbabwe in 
2006–07 
259 Estcourt High School 
260 Legislature of Guam 
261 Weasel 
262 Bon Jovi Live! 
263 Memorial Beach 
264 Anna Maria Fox 
265 Pronounced 'Lĕh-'nérd 'Skin-'nérd Tour 
266 Members of the Western Australian 
Legislative Assembly, 1971–1974 
267 Concord Township, Lake County, Ohio 
268 St Mellons Church, Old St Mellons 
269 Fougamou Airport 
270 Michael Viscardi 
271 Xolani Mahlaba 
272 Ministry of Oil (Iraq) 
273 Michael Sanchez 
274 Perssin Sinjai 
275 Blessing and Curse 
276 Grainau 
277 Montagne, Isère 
278 Malian Football Federation 
279 Medically Unlikely Edit 
280 Absentee Tax 
281 Escurinho River 
282 Central American Age Group 
Championships in Athletics 
283 Gandoman Rural District 
284 Maverick Entertainment Group 
285 Rhamnogalacturonan rhamnohydrolase 
286 Albert Chester 
287 1986–87 UCLA Bruins men's basketball 
team 
288 Darwin R. Nealey 
289 What the Butler Saw (1924 film) 
290 Johnny Heimsch 
291 Oleg Sibalov 
292 St. John's Episcopal Church (Moultrie, 
Georgia) 
293 Omphalotus illudens 
294 Five Ways (Aquinas) 
295 Wycliffe Gordon 
296 Cae Pwll-y-bo 
297 Tom McNeeley 
298 Operation Delphin 
299 Brendon Leonard 
300 Acultomancy 
301 Eugene Murphy 
302 Václav Koutný 
303 Upper Lake, Killarney 
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304 Noureddine Aman Hassan 
305 Michael O'Neill (politician) 
306 The Chamber (film) 
307 Crescent City Historic District 
308 Lelici River 
309 United Football League (Philippines) 
310 Josiah Boydell 
311 Gilbert Emptaz 
312 Gravel v. United States 
313 Leonardo Cozzando 
314 Mary Wills (philanthropist 
315 Frederick Bristol 
316 Youssef Riener 
317 To Aroma Tis Amartias 
318 Venetian Honeymoon 
319 Zacharias Chrysopolitanus 
320 Folger Johnson 
321 Muirchertach Mac Lochlainn 
322 Selineae 
323 Rusty Chambers 
324 Platinum Arena 
325 Pir Mohammad Seyd Asdalah 
326 2002–03 Campionato Sammarinese di 
Calcio 
327 Sublime (philosophy) 
328 Myrmecia forceps 
329 Weber, Missouri 
330 488 BC 
331 Konrad Tom 
332 Kenchō 
333 Irina Vorobieva 
334 2010 Carisap Tennis Cup 
335 Radovica 
336 Florida State Road 24 
337 The Tulip Touch 
338 Gheisari 
339 Antlers Hotel (Spirit Lake, Iowa) 
340 Carnage Gaming Convention 
341 Washington International Trade 
Association 
342 Taraisewaniya 
343 1987 San Miguel Beermen season 
344 Lipiny, Lesser Poland Voivodeship 
345 Hay-on-Wye railway station 
346 All-Ireland Senior Club Hurling 
Championship records and statistics 
347 Underwood, Queensland 
348 Longmont Fire Department Station 1 
349 Inclusion Films 
350 Oro Grande, California 
351 Glyphipterix tripedila 
352 Morten Jørgensen 
353 Rosemary Redfield 
354 Greenhill, Kent 
355 Osvaldo Monteiro 
356 2011 Six Nations Championship 
357 Lloyd Borgers 
358 Prior Analytics 
359 Nus Ghani 
360 Komorów, Tomaszów Mazowiecki County 
361 Cleeve, Somerset 
362 Harry Lyons (politician) 
363 2012–13 V AFG 
364 Phyllomacromia pallidinervis 
365 2007 Vuelta a España, Stage 12 to Stage 21 
366 Oncideres angaturama 
367 Amanda Loncar 
368 Sui Yuanjin 
369 England Keep My Bones 
370 2015 Cary Challenger – Singles 
371 1881 Courthouse Museum 
372 Bhullatal Lake 
373 Catapult effect 
374 Emmert-Zippel House 
375 Malacothamnus 
376 Borrow Direct 
377 James Calvin Sly 
378 Euryodendron 
379 Carline Bouw 
380 Shahid (film) 
381 2002 Men's World Floorball 
Championships 
382 Carlton Barrett 
383 Płosków, Masovian Voivodeship 
384 Marcos Caldeira 
385 Syed Mohammad Ziaul Haque 
386 Isoptericola 
387 Guy Jenkin 
388 Death in June 
389 Myron "Pinky" Thompson 
390 Paulding Township, Paulding County, 
Ohio 
391 Stoneridge Shopping Center 
392 Sledge racing classification 
393 Ticoș River (Bicaz) 
394 Taifa of Santarém 
395 Leon Grochowski 
396 Let's Talk About the Rain 
397 Rack and pinion 
398 Paras, Crown Prince of Nepal 
399 Carlos Miguel Jiménez Airport 
400 Art Olympia 
401 Renewable energy in Spain 
402 2017 USA Sevens 
403 Eluvapalli 
404 Schmutz (film) 
405 Ministry of Justice (Finland) 
406 Louis Alan Hazeltine 
407 American Dream Motorsports 
408 Katherine Cole 
409 Earl of Rosse 
410 Vladimir Manislavić 
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411 History of plug-in hybrids 
412 Abraham Yerevantsi 
413 Id (Veil of Maya album) 
414 Pronax 
415 1998 World Junior Championships in 
Athletics 
416 Costa Concordia disaster 
417 The Italian Job (2003 video game) 
418 First Eleven (newspaper) 
419 Lewis Clinton-Baker 
420 Michael Kum 
421 Graduate University of Advanced 
Technology 
422 Battle of the Windmill National Historic 
Site 
423 2014–15 in Russian futsal 
424 Portuguese Marxist–Leninist Communist 
Organization 
425 Lani people 
426 American Renaissance (magazine) 
427 HMS Jutland (D62) 
428 Daniel Seddiqui 
429 Nicolai Niels Nielsen 
430 Hechtia reticulata 
431 Sollicitudo rei socialis 
432 Glenbrook, Nevada County, California 
433 Frank J. Esposito 
434 São Luís de Montes Belos 
435 Chiloglanis carnosus 
436 Benoît Sinner 
437 Coedmor National Nature Reserve 
438 2015 Asian Athletics Championships – 
Men's long jump 
439 Riverton, Manitoba 
440 John Watkins (Virginia politician) 
441 Featherston, New Zealand 
442 Sunil Joshi (Delhi cricketer) 
443 Mark Lavie 
444 A Royal Divorce (1938 film) 
445 Kika (retailer) 
446 Braj Kumar Nehru 
447 Hillsborough, County Down 
448 R.A.C. Smith 
449 Anisur Khuda-Bukhsh 
450 Franz Philipp 
451 1987 Benson and Hedges Open 
452 Paul Morgan (journalist) 
453 Canadian Amp 
454 1977 world oil market chronology 
455 2013 League of Ireland First Division 
456 Steve Wood (bishop) 
457 David Ranken 
458 One Way Mirror (song) 
459 Reserve Officers' Training Corps (Taiwan) 
460 Jason Goldberg (entrepreneur) 
461 M. Rayeez 
462 José Félix Uriburu 
463 Ludwig Kohl-Larsen 
464 Sulunch 
465 KZBX-LP 
466 Beautiful Life (Jimmy Greene album) 
467 John Tracy Gaffey 
468 Kabinda Territory 
469 Ursula Seitz 
470 Rhizomyinae 
471 The Book of Learning and Forgetting 
472 Accel-KKR 
473 Koni-juj 
474 Perrières 
475 Twydall Profile 
476 Portomarín 
477 Coney Island (1917 film) 
478 Borsonella coronadoi 
479 Annals of Probability 
480 Savage Club 
481 Igiaba Scego 
482 Temple Lot Case 
483 The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 
Saints in Indiana 
484 AACTA Award for Best Direction in a 
Television Light Entertainment or Reality 
Series 
485 Delber Medina Rodríguez 
486 Life and Live 
487 Tolombeh-ye Shahid Hoseyn Naderi 
488 Sierra Sciences 
489 Lemur 
490 Zvonimir Lončarić 
491 Mike Terpstra 
492 Virginia gubernatorial election, 1901 
493 Northern Congolian forest-savanna mosaic 
494 White Wolf (band) 
495 Quinault people 
496 Orji 
497 NASA Outstanding Leadership Medal 
498 Jay Sean discography 
499 Steinert High School 
500 2016–17 FA Women's Premier League 
Plate
 
